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Fall Series Results...

Welcome New GBSC Members....

Mathew Wilson bought “Good Time Charlie” a Catalina 27 

As you all know at the present time there is an urgent call for 
support by many charities.  In answer to this The Garden Bay 

Sailing Club has made a donation of $750 to the 
“Spreading Kindness” appeal.

Glen Marshall has a Hanse 370e called ‘Lucinda’ 

Peregrine  David Twentyman    Gross 12  net 9
In�del  Dale Kerfoot        45       35
Linnea  Anders Rahmberg       45       37
Imagine  Alain Catteau        52        40
Chilly            Ron Badley                   51       44

....Awesome job, David! 



Robin Knox-Johnston and the Clipper Round the World Race 

Seeing the video links Ron posted several newsletters ago on Robin Knox-Johnston and Alex 
Thomson brought back memories of meeting Sir Robin some years ago, as well as of crewing in 
the 2007-8 Clipper Round the World Race, which he founded. 

Alex Thomson is now well known in the sailing world for his speed records and incredible 
experiences in the Vendee Globe and other solo round the world races on his high-tech sailing 
machine, Hugo Boss. He started his racing career as the youngest skipper of a Clipper race 
boat, when he was 25, in the 98-99 race, which he won. Robin Knox-Johnston became a 
mentor for Alex and helped him move ahead with his racing career.  

Robin Knox-Johnston’s racing career began 30 years or so earlier, when he was the winner and 
only finisher of the first solo non-stop round the world race, the Golden Globe.  Robin’s boat, 
Suhaili, was a little different to Alex’s, being a 32’ wooden ketch built in Bombay and finished by 
Robin and his brother.  

I was sailing off the Isles of Scilly, 30 miles 
SW of Lands End in England in 1969, when 
we caught sight of Suhaili in the distance, all 
alone after 312 days at sea – shortly before 
Robin’s huge welcome in Plymouth and 
subsequent knighthood. His amazing feat is 
hard to imagine now – as he had virtually no 
communications and no weather forecasts for 
much of the voyage, and relied solely on a 
sextant, compass and paper charts for 
navigation.  

Some decades later, Sir Robin started the 
Clipper Round the World Race as an 
opportunity for ordinary people to experience 

what relatively very few have ever done – race across oceans and around the world; not non-
stop, but in a series of legs. I came across an article on the race in Pacific Yachting in 2005 and 
decided to apply as crew, with encouragement from my wife, Susan, (who had probably been 
upping the payout on my life insurance policy �).  

Clipper Training 

After a long-distance interview, my application was accepted, at least for the 3 weeks of 
intensive UK-based training, which prepares and evaluates potential crew. At the end of my 
training around a third or so of candidates who started with me had either dropped out or been 
told that offshore racing was not for them. While I already had a fair bit of sailing experience, 
including a Vic-Maui race, many had not. Some had a rather idyllic view of sailboat racing, 
which they soon realized was at odds with the reality.  I still vividly recall one novice crew 
member getting his hand caught in a foresail sheet as it was dragged through the winch (not a 
pretty sight).   

Robin K-J on Suhaili being greeted by a Navy boat a few 
hours after I saw him south of the Isles of Scilly 



The Clipper training itself involved many memorable experiences. Our first decent sail was from 
Southampton to Cowes, on the Isle of Wight, in a moderate westerly gale. I loved it, but judging 
from the strained look on the faces of a few crew, could tell that not all were so happy.  By the 
time we reached the pub that evening two potential crew members had already decided to drop 
out.  A few weeks later, I was watch leader in a training race from Calais to Rotterdam, when we 
were caught in a storm, causing the race to be abandoned when winds hit a steady 54 knots 
and we headed for Rotterdam under a storm jib. I remember coming on watch at 02:00 and after 

checking the size of the large breaking seas, decided that 
it would be wiser to crawl under the traveler, instead of 
over, to reach the helm.  

 Another Clipper boat making for 
Rotterdam in the storm 

 

In the end I was glad that 

our training involved far from idyllic 
conditions, which did much to 
reassure me that a well-built race boat with a good crew can handle tough conditions without 
too much difficulty. 

After the storm passed we set off on the Wilberforce Cup race from Rotterdam to Grimsby, at 
the end of which I met Sir Robin and chatted for a while. He had come up to me just to be social 
after the awards-presentation and was an easy conversationalist. (Later in the evening, during 
the after-race party, we even danced arm-in-arm when our crew broke into a spontaneous jig.) 
When I first met Robin he had recently completed another non-stop solo round the world race, 
the Velux 5 Oceans, which he finished in about half the time of his race on Suhaili – not bad 
considering I think he was then my current age. 

Clipper Race Leg 3: Southern Ocean - an eventful few days 
getting to the Roaring Forties 

If I had been able to take off close to a year from work, I would 
have crewed for the entire race, but multiple commitments made 
that unrealistic and I opted for Leg 3 of the 2007/8 Clipper Race, 
the 5,000+ mile Southern Ocean leg, which started in Durban 
and finished in Fremantle. After a parade of the 10 Clipper Race 
boats around Durban harbour, Nova Scotia, the Canadian-
sponsored Clipper boat I joined for the race, set off into an initial 
3 days of big winds and seas running along the south east end 
of South Africa.   

 I was relatively lucky and got through the usual seasickness 
period almost unscathed. The worst time for me was the 2nd day 

when it was my turn for kitchen duty, cooking a hot meal for the crew and trying hard to keep my 
stomach under control. At one point, a 70+ knot squall knocked Nova Scotia flat and dinner 
ended up high on the inside of the hull. The good news was that the adrenaline rush helped 
cure my queasy stomach.  

Daybreak off Rotterdam in 54+ knots of 
wind – crew still smiling 



A few days later, I was on the helm just before daybreak, with Nova Scotia close-hauled into 
lesser winds than previously, but still fairly big seas, when we received a radio call from the lead 
boat, Glasgow. They requested assistance to deal with a man overboard incident. As we were 
lying 2nd and only a relatively few miles away we stopped racing and headed towards them. The 
Glasgow skipper asked if we could transfer our oxygen supply to them as they had used up all 
of theirs on a crewmember who had gone overboard during a night-time sail change. 
Transferring oxygen bottles in 15-20’ seas was a bit of a challenge, but something we had 
trained for previously. We remained nearby until the skipper informed us that it looked as if the 
crewmember would pull through and then continued the race.  After the race I spoke with the 
Glasgow crewmember who was trying to hold on to the man overboard when he lost him to the 
waves with the boat moving at 15 knots– an incredible and very moving rescue account that 
ultimately led to changes in offshore safety harness regulations.   

Not quite as Roaring as Expected 

 A few days later we crossed south into the Roaring Forties and it became apparent that this 
would not be a normal Southern Ocean crossing. Typically, the Southern Ocean is driven by a 
series of low pressure systems with very strong westerly winds that create large wave systems 
running unimpeded around the globe – above Antarctica and below any other land masses. In 

December 2007 the systems shifted – and after varying 
degrees of reaching for 2,000 or so miles, instead of hopefully 
being driven fast downwind by frequent 30+ knot westerlies, we 
suddenly encountered 24 hours of calm conditions, followed by 
several thousand miles of close-hauled pounding. Instead of 20-
40’ of combined waves and swell from astern, we spent many 
days pushing into 25-35 knots of wind and 10-20’ seas. During 
the first half of the race we did get some great downwind days, 
managing to blow out all 3 spinnakers multiple times, almost as 
fast as we could mend them. During the last half of the race the 
spinnakers stayed down below.   

 

Life on board Nova Scotia  

As I was the oldest crew member on board Nova 
Scotia, we had all worked out that the younger, 
stronger guys should do most of the foredeck work 
and sail changes (no furling – just a suite of seven 
very heavy headsails), except when conditions were 
bad enough that all hands were needed. This meant 
that, as one of the least muscular ones on my 
watch, I spent most of my time on trim and helming.  
After a series of unfortunate wind prediction 
navigation calls, in which we slipped back many 
places, the skipper also asked me to co-navigate, 
as my computer background seemed to help me better handle GRIB downloads and relatively 
primitive 2007-era charting software.  

Nova Scotia from aloft 



Our watch at a typical 40 degree heel 

 

All of this was fine with me and it led to some amazing 
nights and days – once even briefly alone on deck while 
on the helm, surfing this 68’ racing machine at 14+ knots 
beneath the Southern Cross, using Venus as a guide 
point under a perfect full moon.  Other times were 
different, getting on the helm in the middle of the night 
after 2 hours sleep, in pitch-black and foaming-white 
confused seas, struggling to hold on to the wheel and to 
keep a course and any sense of direction. A normal time 
on the helm was 45 minutes – much more than that and it 

was hard to keep concentration. There was one occasion when I became so disoriented in very 
confused night-time seas with poor visibility that I asked the skipper to take over after 20 
minutes. Physically I was still fine – but my mind had pretty much reached its limit and I was 
struggling to keep the boat on course. On a few occasions at night everyone in the cockpit was 
picked up by large breaking seas and thrown to the other side of the boat, just held on board by 
their strained tethers. There were also many days of just fast sailing across dark blue grey seas, 
the only other sign of life being the one or two albatross who followed us, gliding in our sail flow, 

for day after day.  

There were probably some mentally grueling 
times for all of us. You could tell by the looks 
on some crew faces at times. One or two had 
ongoing challenges with seasickness – and I 
can only imagine how hellish it was for them. 
Day after day of punching into cold wind and 
seas, never sleeping for more than a few 
hours at a time, struggling with sail changes in 
the middle of the night, teetering on the edge 
of seasickness, wearing constantly damp 
clothing, all together could make even the 
most resilient of us feel down occasionally.   

 

But overall, both crew watches managed to 
keep spirits high for the roughly 20 days it took us to get to Fremantle. There were fourteen 
crew on board, divided into two watches. Such is the nature of watch-
keeping that those on one watch spend little time with the other. You 
get to know your own watch well, from hours of talking to pass the 
time during the less eventful periods. You also learn to rely heavily on 
your other watch members, everyone well aware that at times your 
lives depend on each other. Fortunately, we had no weak links.  

Our skipper, the only professional sailor on board, was a memorable 
character. He was relatively young, an ex-navy submariner, and 
looked remarkably like Daniel Craig. I often wondered what it must be 
like for him – bearing a pretty serious responsibility for our safety. One 

Me on just another typical day helming in the Southern 
Ocean – the seas looking almost flat to the camera, though 
not in reality 



of my most vivid recollections of him is when a foresail sheet blew apart, leaving the #2 foresail 
and sheet end thrashing wildly – quite capable of doing extreme damage to any body part. He 
was down below when the sheet parted, while I happened to be on the helm. He came leaping 
up from his bunk, still in his thermal underwear, on to the deck. He ran to wrestle the sheet 
under control, telling us to keep out of the way, as I shouted at him to put on a life jacket and 
tether. Somehow, he succeeded in taming the foresail – while the rest of the watch crew were 
probably thinking either how the heck do we rescue him if he goes overboard, or, how do we 
finish the race with no skipper?   

The Southern Ocean felt different to the Pacific and the couple of Vic-Maui races in which we 
did see the occasional freighter and had fairly frequent sightings of fish and whales, as well as 
the occasional floating garbage. The Southern Ocean feels incredibly vast and empty. Much of 
the time we were closer to Antarctica than any other major land mass. The only indications of 

life we saw during the 5,000+ miles of Leg 3 were a few 
albatross and frigate birds.  

After almost 21 days we finished in Fremantle – finding it a 
little strange at first to settle into a comfortable Australian 
yacht club after all our experiences - but very happy to 
have made it. As we arrived at the dock after our finish, Sir 
Robin was one of the first to stride along the dock to 
welcome us and shake our hands. He is a remarkable 
person who has changed many lives. 

 

Sir Robin K-J meeting us shortly after we docked in Fremantle 

 

 

 

  

 

Some boat info 

I raced on one of 10 of the Clipper 68’s – now replaced by 
70’s. The Clipper 68’s were designed and built specifically 
for the R-T-W race. They had no canting keels, no furling 
headsails – just built for safety and reasonable speed, 
capable of surfing off the wind when it’s blowing 30 knots or 
so. The fastest I managed on the helm of Nova Scotia was 
just over 16 knots – though on earlier legs surfing speeds hit 
the high 20’s.  (My only disappointment in the whole Leg 3 
experience was that we never had the downwind conditions 

to achieve those speeds).  The boats were cutter rigged with hanked-on yankee foresails.  
Furling membrane sails would have made life a lot easier for the crew, but instead we had 
heavy-duty dacron sails, designed, no doubt, for durability and economy – but I suspect also 



Wearing typical gear 
for the Forties 

intended to make things more challenging for the crew, which was certainly the case, as foresail 
changes took place frequently through much of the race.     

My Takeaways 

What did I learn from the Clipper Race? Race meals, cooked on a rotating basis by every crew 
member, can be a bit grim. Hot tea and oatmeal cookies got us through many a tough night-time 
watch – as did music on deck. Having a berth under the forehatch is not ideal when it is opened 
for every sail change – though I was very glad to have invested in a waterproof sleeping bag. 
Drysuits are great when the winds and sea are big– but it is very difficult to get zipped into or out 
of them on your own, unless you are very inventive.  The head on the windward side of a race 
boat sailing constantly at 30-40 degrees doesn’t work – and 15 people using one head on the 
leeward side is really not pleasant. Constant safety-awareness becomes a way of life. Cameras 
do not do justice to the actual ocean experience – and you don’t think of using them when 
things get exciting.  

The Southern Ocean is very big and remote, beautiful, bleak 
and scary at times. I had a new attitude to work life after my 
return – situations that once would have seemed stressful 
and challenging, suddenly seemed pretty easy to handle.  
Clipper racing puts a lot of stuff into perspective. It’s one of 
the best things I have done.  

Nowadays, I do sometimes wonder about what it would be 
like to be one of those older guys who set off on solo round 

the world voyages – hmm …… But then sanity prevails and I remember how much I enjoy 
Saturday racing with GBSC and our weekend race/cruises! 

 

 

    

Nova Scotia on a sleigh ride on Leg 2 
– which is what I was hoping for on 
Leg 3 

At the helm on a rare gentle Southern 
Ocean day 

One of the relatively few days when we 
had a sizeable following swell 



 

Postscript on safety harnesses, tethers etc 

The 07/08 Clipper Race standards for lifejackets, harnesses and tethers were in line with what 
was then typical for offshore racing. Harnesses were built into the lifejacket and tethers were 
fixed length, single line and hook. I had my own double line (one short, one long), double hook, 
elasticated tether which I greatly preferred. I like to be able to stay clipped on to a jackline with 
one tether while moving the other tether and hook to the next jackline or anchor point, or while 
getting past an obstacle. That way I am always attached to the boat. I find that elastic helps 
reduce the chance of tethers getting caught on something. I also find using the short tether is 
more secure in some circumstances, particularly when working near the edge of the boat, when 
a fall overboard on a longer line would still mean being dragged through the water.  (As I 
frequently sail single-handed I am very conscious that going overboard on a long tether at any 
speed is likely to have the same outcome, or worse, as being left behind by the boat.)   

The skipper on Nova Scotia was fine with me using my own tether, even though it was not really 
Clipper standard policy.  I had no choice in lifejacket and harness and had to wear the Clipper 
one, even though I had my own with crotch/leg straps, which I had worn for the Vic/Maui Race. 

In Leg 3 of the 07/08 Clipper Race we went to the assistance of Glasgow who had lost and then 
recovered a man overboard. After the race I spoke with the crew member, a Brit, who was 
working on the bow of Glasgow at night during a foresail change. He told me that all of the 
foredeck crew were clipped on with tethers when a large breaking sea swept one man 
overboard, held on the end of his tether. The Brit (a very strong looking guy) reached down and 
grabbed the man’s hands and tried to pull him back aboard. The Brit said he did all he could to 
hold on to his hands, but it was impossible.   As the man reached up he slipped out of his sailing 
jacket and lifejacket/harness and was immediately swept away.  

The helmsman or another crew member nearby heard the shout of Man Overboard and 
immediately threw out the danbuoy and life-ring from the stern. The crew made a crash tack or 
gybe and headed back towards the flashing strobe of the danbuoy, even though they had no 
idea if the man overboard was anywhere near the buoy.  You can imagine how difficult it is to 
turn a 68’ raceboat around in big seas and winds and search for someone in the water in total 
darkness. Although it took some time, they did manage to approach the danbuoy and, probably 
to everyone’s amazement, found that the man overboard had managed to grab the life-ring and 
hold on to it. However, with no lifejacket or protection in breaking seas he had inhaled a lot of 
seawater. They made the recovery and got the man aboard, cleared his lungs as much as 
possible and administered oxygen. After using all the oxygen on board, he was still in trouble, 
suffering from “secondary drowning” as his lungs filled up with pulmonary fluid in reaction to the 
seawater.  

That was when the skipper radioed for assistance and we heard the call on Nova Scotia and 
altered course for Glasgow. It was daybreak by the time we reached them and we managed to 
transfer our oxygen via a line set up between the two boats. (This was not an easy maneuver as 
the seas were still pretty big and breaking). Fortunately, the extra oxygen helped the man’s 
lungs settle down and he began his recovery – much to everyone’s relief.        



After the race there was a long and detailed investigation of the whole incident, resulting in 
crotch/leg straps becoming mandatory for lifejackets with integrated harnesses for Clipper and 
other offshore racing.  

Personally, I find crotch/leg straps awkward when moving around a lot during a race and 
remove the straps for local racing – but nearly always wear them when sailing any distance 
outside of PH, and clip on my tether when going forward when single-handed.  

Crotch/leg straps certainly do help to prevent people from slipping out of their 
lifejacket/harnesses. When testing inflatable lifejackets in the water, I have also found that they 
help to stop lifejackets from riding up as high around your neck and generally hold your upper 
body and head further out of the water.   
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Walker for retired sailors

GBSC Regatta Start 2050

I’m not sure how this can happen???

I’m not sure how 
this can happen???

Walker for 
retired sailors

One way to get up the mast...
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